Landscape pattern change and its response to anthropogenic disturbance in the Qinling Mountains during 1980 to 2015.
Understanding landscape pattern change and its response to anthropogenic disturbance is of great significance for ecosystem conservation and management. Based on high-precision land use data from 1980 to 2015, we studied the spatial and temporal changes of landscape patterns in the Qinling Mountains and its response to anthropogenic disturbance by using the landscape pattern vulnerability index and human disturbance degree constructed by the landscape pattern index and the surface coverage classification system. The results showed that the degree of landscape fragmentation gradually increased in the Qinling Mountains. The landscape shape became more complex, the degree of landscape aggregation and connectivity decreased, and the spatial distribution of the landscape pattern index showed distinct features of topographic differentiation from 1980 to 2015. The fragility of the landscape pattern in the Qinling Mountains was on a downward trend as a whole. The spatial pattern of the low-vulnerable region had changed significantly, which mainly expanded from Xi'an and Hanzhong to the surrounding areas. The degree of anthropogenic disturbance in the landscape pattern of Qinling Mountains gradually increased. The spatial distribution was "high in the east, low in the west, high in the north-slope, low in the south-slope, high on the periphery, low in the middle". The fragility of landscape pattern, patch density and Shannon diversity index increased with the increases of anthropogenic disturbance, while the aggregation index and maximum patch index decreased. In the past 35 years, the impacts of anthropogenic disturbance, which gradually weakened the vulnerability of landscape pattern, also increased Shannon diversity index and the largest patch index gradually, while it had not significantly changed the patch density and the aggregation index.